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MINUTES OF lOSes MEETING 

Saturday, ~ 1, 1975 

PaJ.ner House, Chicago, Ill. 

Fcx:xn 6-D 

SBL/International Organization for 

Septuagint and Cognate Studies 2:00-5:30 p.m. 

John w. W=vers, President of IOSCS, presiding 

"Fra.grrent 12 of llQtgJb and the LXX of Job 29:7-16" 

Oliver Howard, Hebrew Union College, Cincirmati 

"The Shorter Readings of P •. Fouad 266 (Rahlfs 848) in Deuteronany 

Which Equal the Hebrew" 

Claude E. Cox, University of Toronto 

"The Value of the Bohairic Printed Editions" 

~lvin K. H. Peters, Atlantic Union College, South Lancaster 

"Untranslated Hebrew ~I:ds in the Septuagint" 

Saul Levin, State university of New York at Binghamton 

"Is there Evidence of Hebrew Revision in P. Fouad 2661" 

Larry J. Perkins, University of Toronto 

"The Ship of Isaiah 33:23" 

EdrroJnd R. Woodside, California. Center for Biblical Studies, 

CUlver City 

called to order by the President, J. W. ,Nevers 

1. Minutes of the Washington D. C. neeting of roses, on October 25, 
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1974, were approved as reconled in BuLte.tin 8, pages 1-2. 

2. Report of the President 

a. No progress on the Lexioon Project can be reported at present. 

b. Several items have been accepted for publication in SCS series. 

c. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht Publishers are being asked to print a blurb 

on the Septuaginta-Unternehrren for the meeting of the lOSes in 

Goettingen, August 1977 (with Iosar). An exhibition (with guided 

tour) of various items of interest at the Unternehrren is being 

plarmed. 

3. Treasurer's Report: Balance on hand as of October 27,1975, $1106.10. 

Acceptance MJVED 

(Ulrich-Levin) 

The meeting was adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 

Albert Pietersrna, 

SecretaIy • 

FINANCIAL REPORT 

October 27, 1975 

Balance on hand, October 31, 1974 $720.12 

(Treasurer's Rep:Jrt by G. Howard) 

3 Boxes of Envelopes 19.01 ---
(Paid by G. HcMard) 

Balance fo:rwarded to E. Ulrich, November 14, 1974 $701.11 

Subscriptions 548.00 

Interest on savings 36.45 

584.45 

... 

EXPElIDIWRES 

Duplication & Postage 

(Univ. of Georgia) 

Duplication & Postage 

(U. Of Notre Dane) 

Expenditures 

NEr IN<XME 

Balance, Nov. 14, 1974 

Net Inc:x:ne 
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97.82 

81.64 

179.46 

584.45 

179.46 

404.99 

701.11 

404.99 

TOrAL 1106.10 

Balance on hand, October 27, 1975 $1106.10 

Eugene Ulrich, Treasurer, loses 

Auditors: 

Dr. Evelyn Eaton Whitehead 
Assistant Professor of 'lheology 
University of Notre Il;me 

NEWS AND NOTES 

Dr. Joseph B1enkinsopp 
Professor 'of 'Iheology 
University of Notre Dal're 

The Bu.Ue.ti.n wishes to draw special attention to the 1975 publication 

of lkbUogM.phle ,WI. jiid.U.ch-heUe"",wchen urui -iMeM:eA.tamentaJW.chen 

LUeJto..tw.. 1900-1970, edited by Gerhaxd Delling in oonj1lIlction with Malwine 

Maser. 2nd edition revised and continued through 1970, Berlin: Akademie

Verlag (= TU 106
2). l\rnong the nunerous items of interest to Septllagint 

scholars is the entirety of section 12: "Septuaginta, Aquila, 'I'hec::dotion, 

Syrrmachus" (pp. 98-114). 

There will re a ITeeting of roses in GBttingen, West Gel:many, August 

19 to 21, 1977, prior to the Old Testament Congress (August 21-26). 
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Janes H. Olarlesworth reports in New6.tettetL NumbVt IX of the 

Pseudepigrapha Group that a nonograph entitled: The P4eudep.i.gMpha. and 

ModeJln RueaJt.ch, has been sent to Scholars Press. In it are listed over 

1600 publications on the Pseudepigrapha since 1960. 

An excellent aCC01.Ult of the Ethiopian Manuscript Microfilm Library 

(associated with the nane of Professor Walter Harrelson) may be found in 

Le. Muoeon 88 (1975) 397-403, written by William F. Ma.cclnber of St. Jolm's 

Abbey and Univers;j.ty, Collegeville, Mirmesota. 

According to the Thua.u.Ju.l.& U.ngu.a.e GJt.a.e.c.a.e Newo.tetteJt N::l. 4, 

December, 1975, there are flOW' over eighteen million ~n1s of text in the 

TLG data bank. ScIre sixteen million of these represent 397 authors f:ran 

Hearer to AD 200. The rest represents 33 authors through AD 900. The 

TI.G staff is considering an addition of the nearly six million-word bod.y 

of Greek docurrentary p.;lpyrL The TI.G project welcx:xres suggestions fran 

scholars concerning reference works which it could potentially produce. 

Write Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, University of California, Irvine, 

califomia 92717. 

With the February, 1976 issue of the Newsletter of the Targum Group, 

the official publication is l1OW' called: NewoLet.teJt. 60lt TaJtgum.i.c. & Cognate. 

s.tu.d-i.u • The new name represents an expansion of interest to inoorporate 

the general area of Aramaic stulies. 

'lWo newsletters of possible interest to loses nemt;ers are listed 

in NeJIJ6.te.ttVt nOlL TaJtgU/1l StucLi.e.&, June, 1975. They are: NeJIJ6.te.tteJl of 

the w:>rld Union of Jewish Studies, P. O. B. 1255, Jerusalem, Israel. 

He.bILW Compu;ta.,tiona.,t L-i.nguA..6.ti.c..6 BaUe..ti.n, % Dr. Ora Schwarzwald, Bar-I1an 

University, Ramat-Gan, Israel. 
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'RECORD OF WORK PUBLISHED, IN HAND, OR PROJECTED 

('!he list" incl1.ldes items- brought to the attention of the Editor since 

BuUdin No. 8'weIlt, to press.) 

Aland, K. RepeMoJtium dell. gJUechMchen chltMmchen PapyJU 1. B<.bWche 

Pap!pu.: AU:.M T M.tame.n.t, Ne.ue.& T e..6-.tame.nt, VtVLia., Apo1vc-yphe.n. 

PatristiSche Text.e-'und-Sttrlien 18 .. w. 'de Gruyter, Berlin-'and New 

York, 1975. 

Barr, J, " f"!K4-,M:llIIl;: Prov. XI. 31, 1 Pet. IV. 18," JSS20 (1975) 

149-164. 

Bedodi, F __ • "I - I ncm:ina sacra I nei papiri -greci. veterotestarrentari 

,pl:ecristiani," StudiAPapYJto,(og'£ca; 13 (1974) 89-103. 

Brock, S. "A Doublet and Its Ramifications," B<.bUca; 56 (1975) 550-553. 

Laniel,S. (eel). De SpecUaUblLO Leg.iblLO I et n, Lei> OeLlV,,'" de PhU.on 

d'Af..ex..andJU..e. 24-. Paris:- i:erf; 1975. The notes-are espedially 

concerned with the relations between Philo's tenninology 'and that 

of the Septuagint. 

Ie11ing, G. "Perspektiven der Erforschuhg des hellenistischen Judentuns," 

HUCA 45 (1974) 133-176. (2) B<.bUogllaph,£e ZUIl jaa<.ch-heiten£6Zi4chen 

uruJ .inteJ<;t",.tamel1-1:<vuuhel1, UteJuU:w<. 1900-1970. 2nd eel. revised 

and continued through 1970, Berlin: Akadanie-Verlag (= TU 1062). 
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Ibwaru, G. (1) Review: R. W. Klein, TeU:w:<.e CiUtiwm 06 the Oid Tutament: 

FJtom -the. Sep-tuagin:t to QumJUm. Guides to Biblical Scholarship. 

Philadelphia: Fbrtress, 1974, in JBL 94 (1975) 602-603. (2) Review: 

J. G. Janzen, S-tudi.u in the Text 06 JeJteJn..iLth, in JBL (In Press). 

Kenyon, F. G. The Text 06 ;the GJteek !Ubie. 'Ihlrd Edition Revised and 

Augroonted by A. W. Adams. Studies in Theology. london: DucJa..Qrth, 

1975. 

Klein, R. W. "Archaic Chronologies and the Textual History of the Old 

TestaIrent," HTR 67 (1974) 255-263. 

.. A. van der. p~"";n ..... a thesis for A. R. Hulst entitled: "De Koo~J , "'~r-~-;, 

tekstgetuigen van Jesaja en Jes 38:9-20." (The Versions of Isaiah 

and Isa. 38:9-20). Rijksuniversiteit te Utrecht. 

Lebram, J. C. H. "Ein Streit urn die HebrMsche Bihel und die Septuaginta," 

in Leiden UrUve/t..6ily in the Seventeenth CentuAy. An Exc.hange 06 

LeaJttUng. Edited by T. H. L. Scheurleer, G. H. M. P. Meyjes, et ale 

Leiden, E. J. Brill, 1975. 

_f_"_ Prin· ted or in press: (l)"CuLe:, EOEPEE:, at&. Marcos, Natalia Fe.Ll1al1UCz. ....... 

y otros ncrtbres de Di05 entre los hebreos," Se6aJLa.d 35 (1975) 

91-106. (2) FeView: S. P. Brock, c. T. Fritsch, S. Jellicoe, 

A CtM.iQ.i.ed !UbUcgJtaphy 06 the Septuagint. Leiden: E. J. Brill, 

1973, in Se6Mad 35 (1975) 187-189. (3) "La sigla J.anWa anicron 

(~) en I-II Reyes-LXX," Se6aJtad (1976). (4) With A. Saenz-Badill05, 
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"Theodoreti Cyrensis Quaestiones in Octateuchurn. Editio critica. " 

Ready to be printed. (5) With Mria. V. Spottorno, "Nuevos fragroontos 

del Exodo griego (Mo. Glt. !Ubi. 6. 4 {PI I,· EmeJt.i;ta (1976). 

Mayer, G. Index Philone.u.o. Berl.in--NewYork.: de Gruyter, 1974. 

Martin, R. A. Syntac.:Uc..a.t Ev-i.dence 06 Se.mU.i..c. SOWU!e6 in GILe.ek Voc.wnent.6. 

SCS 3. Missoula, Montana: SBL, 1974. 

Nagel, P. "Die Septuaginta--Zitate in der Koptisch-gnostlschen 'Exegese 

tiber die Seele' (Nag Hamnadi Codex II) ," Mch.[v 6UJt PapYlUU 60Jt6cimng 

22-23 (1974) 49-69. 

O'Callaghan, J. "Lista de los papiros de los LXX," B.i..blic.a 56 (1975) 

74-93. 

Olley, J. W. (1) '" Righteousness I in the Septuagint of Isaiah!" Unpublished 

Theel. M. Thesis, Melbourne College of Divinity (Director: J. J. 

Scullion), 1975. (2) "Biblical Exegesis in a Cross-cuJ.tural Context: 

The Study of the Septuagint," The South Ecu..t Ao.i.a. Jowuuu:. 06 

Theoiogy 16 (1975) 1-12. (3) Work is proceeding on "righteousness" 

and sanantically :related words in the Psalter. 

Orlinsky, H. M. "The Septuagint as Holy Writ and the Philosophy of the 

Translators," HUCA (Centennial Volume) [In Press1. 
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Pasinya, L. H. (1) La notion de. "NomoQ" dam ie Penta.teuque gILec-. 

Analecta Biblica n052; Rctre, 1973. (2) "I.e probl'ke l-~utique 

de la traduction du Message," Tuema 1 (1975) 9-22. (3) "Antioche, 

berceau de l'I:glise des Gentils (Act. 11, 19-26). Exegese et 

histoire de la tradition." Scheduled to have been printed in 

Revue de. Theologi.-e A6lLicune (January 1976) • (4) "Henre'neutique 

et intel:pre'tation africaine de la Dible." Scheduled to have been 

printed in _CalU.eJt..6 du Re..U.gion6 A6JLi.c.aine.6 (January 1976). 

(5) "Textes Messianiques de la Septante" (Projected). (6) "Essai 

d I identification relative des traducteurs de quelques Ii vres 

de la Septante" (Projected). 

Pell~tier, A. "Ia nc::nenclature du calendrier Juif aI' ~ hellWstique," 

RB 82 (1975) 218-233. 

Pietersrna, A. (1) "The Greek Psalter: A Q.uut.i.on 06 Me.-thodoiogy ami 

Syntax," VT 26 (1976) 60-69. (2) A Textu.a1-CJt.i.tic.a! Study 06 

Genu"-" P~py!U 961 ~nd 962 (ChutVL Be~ B.i.bUc.a! P~py!U IV ~nd 

V). Anerican Studies in Papyrology; '!bronte: A. M. Hakkert. 

(In Press). 

Saenz-Badillos. See under MarOJS above. 

Saiz, J. R. B. Is preparing a doctoral thesis in the Faculty of Philology 

of the Corrplutensian University (Madrid) on "r.€'xico y tecnicas 

de traduccion de s~oo en los SaJJTos." 

.. 
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Skehan, P. W. "Tuming or Burning? 1 Sam 17:53 =," CBQ 38 (1976) 

193-195. 

Spottomo, Mria V. See under MaraJs above. 

Tov, E. In Print or Peady to be Printed: (1) The Septuag.ilt-t TM.nI>l<tt.i.on 

06 JeJt.emi.a.h and BaJu.tch. A V.i.6Cl.U1-6..ion 06 an EaJLty Rev.i.6.ion 06 

JeJWII.iah 29-52 ~nd 13aJw.ch 1:1-3:8. Harvaro Sanitic Series 8. 

Missoula, M::mtana, 1976. (2) "On 'Pseudo-Variants' "Reflected in 

the Septuagint," JSS 20 (1975) 165-177. (3) "Septuagint, The 

Contribution of the Septuagint to or Scholarship," The InteJt.plte..teJt.'.6 

Victi.olUl.1Ly 06 :the Rible, Supplementalty Vo.tume. New York-Naslwille, 

1976. (4) "Calpound l\t)ros in the = Representing Two or More 

Hebrew Words." 

Wevers, J. w. (1) TV</: H"-"toJty 06 the GM.ek Vml:vr.onomy. M.i.t.teUungen 

du Septuag.i..nto. Ult-tVLnekmellh. G6ttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht 

(In Press). (2) Two Festschrift articles on the texts of ross. 

848 and 945 respectively of Greek Deuteronal\Y (to awear in 1977). 

Wittstruck, T. (1) The Glteek TM.nI>liLtolt6 06 Vml:vwnomy. Unpublished 

Yale Dissertation, 1972. (2) "The So-called Anti-Anthropooorphisms 

in the Greek Text of Deuteronal\Y," CBQ 38 (1976) 29-34. 
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SEPTUAGINT ABSTRACTS 

Fran the IOSCS/SBL Meeting November 1, 1975, Chicago, Ill. 

Claude E. Cox, University of Toronto 

"The Shorter Readings of P. Fouad 266 (_lfs 848) in Deuteronany 

Which Equal the Hebrew." In virtue of its early date and the substantial 

arrount of text for which it is extant, 848 provides us with a 'lmique 

opportunity to examine the transmission of a LXX text in its early stages. 

This paper concerns itself with the readings of 848 in Deuteronany which 

are shorter than those which the majority of the Greek tradition attests 

but which oorresfX)nd to the Hebrew. Are these revisions to the Hebrew? 

In sate bNo dozen cases 848 may be regarded as offering the original text. 

The longer readings are ccnpared to detetmi.ne their nature. A carparison 

of witnesses reading with 848 in the shorter texts is made to assess the 

inportance of these witnesses. Finally, SCit'E suggestions are made concerning 

the importance of this study for further analysis of the textual tradition 

of Deut:eranany. 

Oliver Howard, Hebrel!f Union College (Cincinnati) 

"Fragnent 12 of llQtgJb and the Septuagint of Job 29: 7-16. " 

Since the' tine of Origen the Greek text of Job has presented sare rather 

baffling problems to the textual critic. There is a disparity, roth of 

length and of wording, between the LXX and the Massoretic text. Further

nore, the often paraphrastic and even tendentious character of the Greek 

text has greatly cooplicated the reconstruction of its VoJtiage. and thus 

has reduced its effectiveness in dealing with the acute problans of the 

.. 
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Hebrew text itself. The recently published Qumran Targurn of Job has 

provided striking new evidence on the text of Job and can be used both 

to elucidate the nature of the LXX of this book and to render it rrore 

productive in the textual criticism of the Massoretic text. In this 

paper fragrrent 12 of the Targurn will be analyzed in conjunction with the 

IJQ{ of Job 29:7-16_ to illustrate the contributions of llQtgJb to the 

study of the Greek text of Job. 

Saul Levin, State University of NE!\t/ York at Binghamton 

"Untranslated Hebrew Words in the Septuagint." For a dictionary 

of the LXX and for intelligent reading it is inportant to determine, 

whenever possible, whether the translator sinply did not know the rreaning 

of a Hebrew (or Aramaic) word or had sc::m= other reason for just transliter

ating it. Often he underst.ocxi the original, or thought he did; but the 

Greek language, as he knew it, afforded no acceptable equivalent. In 

sare cases a Greek word was avoided because of a religious scruple. Place 

naIrES and etlmic tenus cnrrprise a special categOJ:y. Many examples could 

be cited, but this paper will o:mcentrate on a few choice ones. 

larry J. Perkins, University of '!bronto 

"Is There Evidence of Hebrew Revision in P. Fouad 266?" 

After the initial translation of the Hebrew text of Deuteronany into Greek, 

the process of revision toward the Hebrew Voltlage. began, attempting to 

make the Greek. represent the Hebrew text nere accurately. The diSCOVery 

of the Fouad Papyrus 266 which oontains a large portion of the latter half 

of Deuteronany enables us to check the extent to which this type of 

revision had progressed by the rniddl.e: of the first century B. C. The 
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paper will examine a number of contexts in this papyrus which appear to 

derronstrate that this process of Hebraic revision was already reshaping 

the LXX text of :o.euteronomy. 

Melvin K. H. Peters, Atlantic union College 

['1be full text is printed on pages 47-58 of the BU-Ue-Un.] 

Edmund R. \'b:xiside, california Center for Biblical studies, Culver City 

"The Ship of Isaiah 33: 23. " Isa 33 :23 is a nautical passage. 

There are obvious differences between the present MI' and LXX texts. A 

representative MI' interpretation is furnished by Delitzsch (Isaiah Vol. 

II, pp. 65-66). The rigging does not hold the ken to~, or pedestal 

or support, in which the mast is stepped. It is certain to go to ruin 

with the falling mast. There is no equivalent for this in the LXX. The 

oorresponding v.uro. to ken tonnam, 1.J,E065W1, is not used, nor any synonym. 

Rather, the LXX places anphasis on the sails and their condition, follCMed 

by that of the mast leaning over and being unable to hold up a banner. 

Fran a technical standpoint, the base of the mast mayor may not 

break I acconling to the materials used, the size of the mast, and other 

variables rather difficult to determine. The LXX in turn gives a nru.ch 

fuller and credible account regardless of these variables as to what would 

happen to a ship in trouble. It describes the breakup of sails put 

together in the rnarmer of a web. Also, in the place of .6 ha1.al (spJil) "and 

ba.z (prey), the LXX uses TtPCJVOl..Lli for both. This word was used by Zenophon 

for forage, such as would be taken by a foraging party sent out to gather 

such. It fits well into the total picture--shi~ecked sailors foraging 

for jetsam to rrake it ashore. 

.. 

I 
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For NI' students, this cxmplements the latter verses of Acts 27 and 

throws light on than. It supports the textual view of S. A. Nabor (as 

quoted by F. F. Bruce, Acts, Gr. text, p. 466) of the reading CO-rOV for 

oi:-cov, and helps with other matters. (v. 38) 

Conclusion: the LXX is a superior reading based on internal 

evidence: (a) it gives a very valid picture of a ship in difficulty, 

whereas the MI' is subject to many variables; (b) n:po\lOl..ll'J is a IlDSt descriptive 

word of what happened afterward; (c) no paragraph division should be edited 

between a and b sections of the verse; (d) it cx:nplements, clarifies, and 

brings into focus the text of Acts 27, latter verses. In general it 

makes excellent use of the Greek language to acc:arplish its purpose. 
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SCME THOUQITS ON A LEXICON OF THE LXX 

Emanuel Tov, 'lhe Hebrew University r Jerusalem 

The following re}X>rt, prepared in 1975 upon request of Prof. J. 

v1evers I is reproduced here in order to advance the discussion about the 

nature of a LXX lexicon project. It describes the need for a LXX lexicon 

and analyzes sc:ue thooretical and practical problems connected with LXX 

lexioography as well as the proposed course of work. The reader is 

referred to previous discussions of the lexicon project, oollected and edited 

by R. A. Kraft in Sepwagintal LeucogJUlphy, SCS 1 (1972). A recent 

unpublished proposal by Prof. Kraft refers in particular to the use of 

a cnnputer in the various stages of the project. 

Although practical aspects have continuously been taken into considera

tion, to a certain extent our discussion is abstract because the exact 

shape of the lexioon project cannot be envisaged at this stage. 

Since the following pages were written in the form of a report, 

full bibliographical references have been anitted. I have had the benefit 

of the criticisms of Professors M. Goshen-Gottstein, R. Hanllart and 

J. Wevers on an earlier draft. 

1. Need for a lexicon of the LXX. 

2. For whan is the dictionary rreant? 

3. ScIre theoretical issues. 

4. The srope of the lexicon. 

5. Sources for LXX lexicography. 

6. Serre remarks on the contents of the entries. 

7. Serre remarks on the :rrethod of work. 
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1. NEEV FOR A LEXICON OF THE LXX 

a. ImpolLtance 06 the LXX 60" o. T. RueM.ch 

Am:mg the various textual witnesses of the o. T., the LXX is the 

rrost iIq;:ortant source for the reoognition of readings that differ fran 

the so-called Masoretic Text (Ml'). The majority of these variant readings 

are of iIr{:ortance for the textual criticism of the o. T. (especially in 

Joshua, Sanruel and Kings), but sene bear also on its literary criticism 

(see especially the short Hebrew text reflected by the = of Jeremiah and 

Samuel and the chronological traditions reflected by the Old Greek of 

Kings) • 

Variant readings are recngnized in the LXX through an analysis of 

its contents and are then retranslated into Hebrew with the aid. of various 

sets of data, in particular the translation techniques used by the individual 
, 

translators. The use of concordances and lexica is a necessary part in 

the analysis of translation techniques. 

The = reflects also much iIr{:ortant infOJ:lllation about the Biblical 

exegesis of its translators. Sene books are of particular iIr{:ortance in 

this regan! since their e>egetical traditions reveal much alx>ut the cultural 

and intellectual backg=und of their translators (especially Isaiah, 

Job and Proverbs) • The understanding of these ex~cal traditions 

depends nuch on the oorrect analysis of translation techniques and the 

translators' lexical choices. 

b. Impo/f.tance 06 the LXX 60Jt the Int;IVI.-Tu.tameMa.l. UteJriW.Vle 

'Ihe LXX should be regarded not only as a translation of a oorpus 

of Hebrew literature, but also as a source for later literature, for the 

translators of the LXX created a vocabulal:y of translation Greek (to be 

described below) which had a great influence on subsequent JE>dsh Greek 
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literature, roth translation literature and <:XXrpOsitions originally written 

in Greek: philo, Josephus, Jewish Greek historical, exegetical, poetical 

and apoloc;;etical writings (collected by Reinach in 1895, Denis in 1970, 

and stenl in 1976) and the scrcalled Pseudepigrapha, that is various 

writings which did not enter the Alexandrian canon (e.g., the Test.arrents 

of the Twelve Patriarchs, the Testament of Abraham, the Testament of Job, 

Joseph and Asenath, etc). Many words in these CClL1fOsitions cannot be 

described properly, without ronstant reference to the vocabulary of the 

LXX, as has been recognized by rrany scholars (e.g., R. H. Charles, The. 

G,,-eek VeJL6-<OnA 06 cthe TM-tamettU 06 cthe Tweive piLtILiMcho (OxfOl:d, 1908) 

xl ff.; M. Delcor, Le Te.6.tame.n.t d'Abltaham (Leiden, 1973), 28ff.; S. Daniel, 

RecheJl.chM .WL te vocabu.ta,iJte du c.u.Ue do.n6 f.il Sepf.ilnte (Paris, 1966) 

375-379, H. G. Meecham, ~ct ... (Manchester, 1935) 52-77, 316ff.). 

c. ImpOMance 06 cthe LXX 60"- N. T. RueoJLch 

The language and vocabulazy of the LXX are an iIrportant source for 

understanding the language and neaning of the N. T. Several of the 

writings of the N. T., in particular the Gospels, and arrong them especially 

Luke, were written in a special type of Greek which was once characterized 

as Biblical Greek, Jewish Greek or the 'tongue of the Holy Spirit' I but 

whose special character is now recognized as laJ:gely due to its dependence 

on the language of the LXX. The degree of this dependence is the subject 

of much debate; however, it is probably agreed by rrost scholars who 

approach the N. T. linguistically that both the language of the = and a 

Semitic influence or source (written or oral) of sene kind were instrurrental 

in the creation of the peculiar language of the N. T. Sate scholars have 

attempted to distinguish in the Gospels between SePt~intalisms and the 
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influence of this Semitic source (see especially H. F. D. Sparks, JTS 

44 (1943), 129-138) and in this way the influence of the = on the N. T. 

can be described nore efficiently. The authors of the Gospels often wrote 

in the language of the LXX which they imitated consciously. Consequently 

they often used "Greek words and Hebrew meanings" (the title of D. Hillis 

book, 1967, dealing with the Septuagintal background of the vocabulaxy 

of the N. T.) and consequently N. T. lexio:>gra.phy depends much on LXX 

lexicography. This dependence was recognized long ago, although it has 

been stressed rrore in recent years. Lexicographers of the N. T. have 

always paid much attention to the vocabulazy of the LXX and lexica such as 

those of Thayer (1886), Preuschen (1910) Abbott-Smith3 (1937) and BauerS 

(1963) often rrention the Hebrew words which are reflected in the N. T. 

through the iritennediazy stage of the LXX. The Septuagintal background of 

these words is not and cannot be illustrated sufficiently in the mentioned 

lexica of the N. T. and this gap can be closed only by a lexicon of the LXX. 

'1he sane applies to the lexioographical description of the words included 

in the manifold quotations from the O. T. in the N. T. 

d. The Lack 06 a Leucon 06 cthe LXX 

The LXX is of irrportance for the study of roth the O. T., the 

intertestanental literature, and the N. T., as described above, and also 

for the study of the sources which depend directly on the LXX such as the 

Church Fathers and the translations made fran the LXX. The absence of a 

lexicon of the LXX is felt by all students of the a1:x:we-nentioned'disciplines. 

This absence of a lexicon of the LXX is felt especially in view 

of- the relatively large number of other adequate tools which are available 

for the study of the LXX and in view of the existence of lexica in related 
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areas. The tools which are available to the student of the LXX are 

relatively nurrerous in cat1parison with those which are available for the 

study of the other versions of the O. T. LXX scholars can resort to a 

relatively good Greek-Hebrew concordance (Hatch-Redpath, 1897), to a useful 

reverse index (caroilo dos Santos, 1973), to often thorough though ino:xrplete 

grarrmars (Helbing, 1907; Thackeray, 1909) and to excellent critical editions 

(Goettingen Septuagint, 1931- ; cambridge Septuagint, 1906-1940, both 

inoonplete; Rahlfs' Handausgabe, 1935). The number of critical studies on 

various aspects of the LXX is extremely large. The recently published 

A CfuM.c6.ced B.i.bli09!W.phy 06 cthe SepWa9.cn./: (1973) contains 201 pages of 

bibliographical references referring to the period between 1860-1970. 

In view of the broad coverage of the LXX in research, a lexicon is a real 

desideratum. It is notev.urthy that such a lexicon has not been oorrposed 

in this century although several good lexica have been prepared in related 

areas: see especially Bauer's lexicon of the N.T., whose fourth edition 

(1952) was translated into English by Arndt-Gingrich (1957), and La!Ipe' s 

dictionary of Patristic Greek (1968). 

e. Available Lex£ca! Toot. 

Three dictionaries of the LXX are available of which t\oc) are unknown 

and of very little use: those of Rosenbach (1634) and Ewing3 (1827) list 

nerely one or no equivalents for the words of the LXX, without any further 

description or even Biblical referenoos. The third one, on the other hand, 

is well-known and frequently referred to as 'the' lexicon of the LXX: J. Fo 

Schleusner, Novu.o The..6a.wtM phil.ologic.o-C!l.i.lic.u.o .!>.{.ve .lexic.on in LXX 

e:t lLeLi.QU0.6 '<"nteJLplLde..6 glUlec.oll a.c. MYU.p.tOlLe..6 a.pocAypho.6 Vde.ttM -Te..6,tamenti. 

(1820-1821). However, it, txxJ, is of limited use and therefore it has not 
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been rrentianed al:::ove. Schleusner's lexicon does not resemble other lexica, 

because it does not ooncentrate on the description of the words in the LXX, 

but rather on their Hebrew equivalents which are translated into Latin. 

The lexicxm is probably IOClre irrportant for us as a concordance (it provides 

also the Hebrew equivalents of the "'Ihree", unlike Hatch-Redpa:th) and as a 

storehouse of remarks on the translation technique and text of the UQ{ 

than as a lexical tool. It was published long before the epoch-making 

studies of I'eissmarm (1895-1910) on the close relationship between the 

Greek of the Bible and that of Hellenistic papyri fran Egypt. Consequently 

neither Deissmarm' s app-TOach nor the new data thanselves are reflected in 

Schleusner's lexicon. One should also note that the lexicxm was written 

in latin and that only a few copies survive so that it is not used much by 

rrodern scholars. 

Lidrlel1-Scott-Jones' dictioruu:y of the Greek 1an.guage9 (1940; 

supplem=nt 1968) should not be emitted fran a review of lexical tools. 

This fine lexicon is used by rrost Biblical scholars because it oonstitutes 

the best available lexical source for the Greek language. This dependence 

is justifiable as long as ISJ is taken as a genetta..i. source of infozmation 

for the Greek language, and not for its remarks on the meanings of woxds 

in the LXX, for unfortunately IBJ contains many errors with reganl to the 

LXX, toth in matters of approach and in details. Its IOOSt frequent rrethodol

ogical error is that ISJ ascribes to many LXX words the rreani.ng of their 

Hebrew VoJLtage, even when the translator's consonantal VoJtla.ge presumably 

differed fran the Mr. A gcxXi exarrple is .6ynde..6mo.6 ('conspiracy') for 

which LSJ (s.v. V) created a new rreanin.g "sodany' because it represents 

qdXm ('rrale prostitutes') in 1 Ki. 14. 24. However, in this verse the 

translator undoubtedly read q.61tm (i.e. I 'conspiracies') instead of the 
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M1' (by way of metathuti and interchange of daLlUh/,,-uh) and hence no 

new' neani.ng need to be posited for the LXX. (See G. B. caird, JTS 19 

(1968) 453-475; 20 (1969) 21-40 for many additional examples of similar 

mistakes in LSJ). 

f. Modvm A:ttemp:t6 at Comp,.iLi.ng a Lexicon 06 the LXX 

In nodern tirres several scholars have considered the possibility 

of preparing a lexicon of the LXX, and one actually started. These at:tenpts 

are described by R. A. Kraft on pp. 5-10 of a useful rollection of articles 

edited by him on Sepllittg.£n.tal Lex.i.cogJuJ.phlf, SCS 1 (1972). Not much is 

known to TIe about the approach of Gehman's in.o::ilplete lexicon (only part 

of alpha); naturally it \'X)uld be 'WOrthwhile to learn fran his experience 

with regard to the planned lexicon project. 

g. Modvm Lrucotog.£c.a.t smd.<u 

LXX lexicography is aided much by the many lexioologica1 stWies 

which have been written in the last 80 years on words and 'WOrd groups in 

the LXX, the N. T. or both. However, the approaches of such studies vary 

greaUy. One enoounters rrere oonoordance studies describing the statistical 

aspects of a Greek-Hebrew equivalence, studies dealing only with the back

ground of a lexical equation, studies which treat only the history of a 

word in the Greek language, studies which are interested mainly in Hebraisms, 

and statistical studies C<:ilparing the vocabulary of the various bcx:>ks of 

the LXX etc. Few studies deal with all the aspects which are needed as 

backgr01.U1d info:onation for compiling an entxy in a lexicon of the LXX. 

Of the latter type, the following studies should be rrentioned in particular: 

Da Fonseca on d.ia..thek€ (1927-28), Repo on Ithema (1951), Paeslack on plU.tw, 
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etc. (1953-54), Daniel on cult teJ:minology (1966) and Monseng= Pasinya on 

nomo.6 (1973). For bibliographical references, see Eo 'Ibv, Lexical. and 

GltOmma.ti.c.a£ Smd.<"" on .the Language on .the S<p.tuagbrt2, In.teJl.YlLlt pu.bt. 

HeM. Univ. (Jerusalem 1975). 

2. FOR WHOM IS THE VICTIONARY MEANT? 

A secxmd dictionary of the LXX is not likely to be written for a 

long ti.ne aft~ 'the planne::l one is ccmp1eted; hence, the p1.armed dictionary 

should aim at a group of readers which is as large as possible. In view-

of the need for a LXX lexicon in many different disciplines, the lexicon 

must be- geared to scholars specializing in the 0& T., intertestarrental 

literature, N. T., Patristics, Jewish Hellenism and Greek linguistics. 

The ideal reader of the lexicon would have a good knowledge of 

both Hebrew and Greek. However, many readers will have only a superficial 

kncMledge of Hebrew or none at all, and except for o. T. scholars, IlOst 

readers are not used to consult dictionaries of the Hebrew Bible. As 

will be indicated in Sa, bb, many words in the LXX follow their Hebrew 

equivalents in all their rreanings i consequently wliJUn the L}Q{ the lexical 

rreaning of, e.g., cU.a:theke, has to be expressed as beill of which it is 

always a nechanical equivalent. However, the reader of the lexicon of the 

LXX carmot be expected to check the various meanings of beilt in a lexicon 

of the Hebrew Bible and therefore the lexicon of the LXX must provide 

these in detail. Such a detailed treatnent of cU.a:the.ke is needed also 

because the nature of the lexical choice must be illustrated by the various 

types of cLi.a.theke. in the LXX (see further below Sa, btl). 

The planned dictionary should thus provide all the necessary lexical 

information, as in Bauer1s lexicon of the N. T., and will not presuppose 
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other lexica (as Lampe's dictiOl1aIy of Patristic Greek with regard to LSJ). 

3. SOME THEORETICAL ISSUES 

a. The Language 0, we LXX ITlLaMUted Boo .. ) 

The plarmed dictionary describes the language of the LXX; it is a 

linguistic tool and it is therefore in aIder to dwell sarewhat on the nature 

of that language. 

The special character of the language of the LXX may be described 

in various ways, as has been done in the past, as an exr;onent of the Greek 

of Hellenistic Egypt, as a Jewish Greek dialect or as translation Greek. 

Less realistic descriptions refer to the language of the LXX and the N. T. 

as the 'language of the Holy Spirit, I because it differs unaccountably 

from classical Greek., while others describe it nevertheless as an exponent 

of classical Greek, on the basis of sorre parallels f:ran classical Greek 

to the vocabulaxy and syntax of the LXX. (The various positions on the 

nature of 'Biblical Greek I have been_ described well by J. Ros, Ve. ~:tucU..e 

van hu b.i.jbugl<i.e"ch van Hugo GItO-Uuo tot Adot, Ve.iMmann (1940) and 

J. Vergote, "Gree, biblique," DES 3, 120-1369,). 

We adhere to that view which ascribes the special nature of the 

language of the LXX in the first place to its background as a translation. 

Doubtlessly, certain of its special features are due to the fact that the 

LXX reflects the Egyptian branch of Hellenistic Greek, but this situation 

accounts only for same idiosyncracies of the language of the LXX. 

Finally, with regard to the possibility that the Greek of the LXX 

is a typical exponent of a Jewish Greek dialect, it must be stressed that 

the existence of a Jewish Greek dialect cannot be substantiated in anyone 

period. The assumption of such a dialect must be distinguished fran a 
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Jewish Greek vocabulary containing mainly technical 'Jewish' terms which 

may be posited in the tirre previous to the translation of the Pentateuch. 

It must also be distinguished fn:m the influence emanating from the vocab

ulary of the LXX on subsequent literature (see Ie). 

b. The A.i.m 0, LXX Lee.icoglLaphy w.i.th "egaJui :to the TI1.rut.6Uted Boo .. 

A lexicographer analyzes words in languages and literatures with 

the ultimate aim of describing their meanings in a dictiOIlaIy. This task 

is not easy with regard to ancient languages and literatures where there 

are no infoxmants to be consulted. Equally difficult is the lexicographical 

description of a translation because the language of a translation is often 

unnaturaL. These ~ difficulties are canbined in the lexioographical 

description of an ancient translation, in our case the LXX. In very abstract 

tenns, the lexicography of a translation aims at Jte.c.ovelU.ng .the. me.a.n.i.ng.6 

0, cthe wcll.d;, .in the tMMUt.l.on wh.i.ch wV<.e .intended by the tMMUtoJt(. J. 

Despite the abstract nature of this definition, it is inportant to define 

the aims of LXX lexicography in sene way because such a definition will 

aid in the deciding of several practical issues& E.g., by defining lJQ{ 

lexicography in this way, we can eliminate one source of infonnation. 

All meanings of LXX words which were applied to them by the translations 

of the LXX or by Church Fathers and which can be proven as secondary 

naturally do not bear on LXX lexicographyo One exarrple may suffice. The 

standard rendering of ~aba., 1aJ:.!l¥,' is d.yYl!1.11li6~ also used. as 'army I in 

secular Greek. Hence, in several places yhwh ~e.bd'Ot:. is rendered by 

ky.uo.6 .ton dyname.on. This dyJtOJ1liA, too, must be taken as lanny'. In 

the Psalterium Gallicanum and Romanum, however, the GI:eek phrase has been 

misrepresented by Dcminus virtutll!ll (23 (24). 10 and p .... .im). SUch an 
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understanding is not i.rrpossible in the context, but it misrepresents the 

intentions of the translator as is shown by the equivalent in the source 

language. 

c. The. NatuAe 06 the Canon 06 the. LXX 

Pecent research on the LXX has provided. further support for the 

belief that the canon of the LXX contains books of a variated nature. Some 

of its l:ooks are early while others are late; the Pentateuch probably was 

an official translation while other translations represent the atterrpt of 

one individual at rendering a Biblical took; ~ books represent the 

first translation, while other .books contain revisions of such original 

translations ~ later revisions are visible in the "LXX" of Ecclesiastes 

(Aquila). in parts of Sarruel-Kings (ktu:.ge-Thecdotion), in Daniel (Theodotion?), 

in Ruth (/uUge-Theodotion) and, with less probability I in a few other 

sections. 

'!he recugni.tion that the LXX is an amalgam of different translation 

units has repercussions on the work of the lexicographer. Since the LXX 

consists ot many different units one encounters llDre different rreanings 

of \lTclI:ds than would have been the case if the canon of the LXX would have 

been IlDre haoogeneous. This situation may be illustrated by the fol1aving 

example. Hi..ka.no.o, usually denoting 1 sufficient I in the LXX, and representing 

several Hebrew words of this rreaning, is also used to render Xa.dday in 

Ruth 1. 20, 21. One need not search for the theological intentions behind 

this unusual equivalent (contra Bertram, ZAW 70 (1958) 21ff.), since the 

sane equivalence occurs often elsewhere in the realm of Biblical translations, 

viz. in the revision of kaige-Theodotion of which the "wlof Ruth presumably i~ 

a part. Detailed knowledge of the various aspects of LXX research is thus 
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a necessary part of LXX lexicography. We may add here that the interesting 

equation Xacklay-hlkanoo resulted from the inteJ:pretation of Xdy as t-dy 

(Xe-day), Le., 'He who is sufficient I; this etyrro1ogical conception is 

kncwn also fran Fabbinic sources. See further Sa, cc. 

d. TJt.a.n.6.e.at.i..on Equ-iva.l.ent.6 

A lexicon of the LXX describes a language which is mainly translation 

Greek. Therefore the lexerres to be described are not sirrply words, but, 

as a rule, they are translation equivalents, too. It is this dimension of 

the language of the LXX 'Which makes LXX lexicography so interesting and 

at the sane tirre difficult. 

'!he lexicographer has to bear in mind that many \'oUrds in the LXX 

were meant to represent their Hebrew equivalents faithfully. Therefore 

he must constantly pay attention to the Ungu...iAilc. background of the 

lexical equations of the Hebrew (Aramaic) and the Greek. E.g., he must 

realize that certain equivalents are based on the Aramaic rather than the 

Hebrew root, that a certain rendering imitates the sound of the Hebrew, 

that another rendering reflects a certain shade of the Hebrew which \',Quld 

not have been clear solely on the basis of the Greek, and that in again 

other cases a Hebrew word is always represented in the LXX by the sane 

equivalent. All these aspects of translation technique must be taken into 

consideration as part of the lexicographical description, while the 

purely descriptive characterizations as 'free rendering I , 'theological', 

or • faithful' foon no part: of the lexioographical description (against 

Schleusner) • 
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4. THE SCOPE OF THE LEXICON 

The desirable srope of the LXX lexicon has recently been discussed 

at oongresses and in various articles collected and edited by R. A. Kraft 

in a useful rollection Sep.tu.a.g'[n.ta1. Leuc.ogJulphy, SCS 1 (1972). The fullest 

discussion of this issue may be fol.D1d in Kraft I S CMll contribution to the 

volurre (pp. 31ft.). I smuld like to continue this discussion here, taking 

into mnsideration not only argurrents on the material itself, but also the 

needs and interests of scholars and the limitations of the size of a 

future project. Because the scope of the lexioon detexmines the nature 

of the project, the issue is discussed here in full. 

The discussion of the scope of a LXX lexicon need not be abstract 

since we may take as point of departure the only extant lexicon of the LXX, 

viz. J. F. Schleusner's Novwn Thu1U.l.Ii.M Phil.c.toglc.o-C/l..ilic.u..6 '&..tve Lexicon 

.en LXX U ReLi.qWJ" In-teJtp!i.uu Gfta<co.; ac ScMptoftM ApoCJtypho" VUeJt.C.; 

T u.tamenti. (1820-21) I based on an earlier lexicon of the sarre name by 

Biel (1779-80). Schleusner produced a Biblical lexicon which covers the 

canonical l:x::xJks of the LXX (both translations fran Hebrew and Aramaic and 

canpositions originally written in Greek), the "Three" (Aquila, 5yImlachus 

and Theodotion), and the ~ha. One oould well imagine that such a 

lexicon can be expanded to includ.e the Pseudepigrapha and other Jewish 

Greek sources. The inclusion of Pseudepigrapha will not be inconsistent 

with the work as it ncM stands, for these o:::fIFOsitions often resemble the 

Apocrypha which are covered by Schleusner. A future dictioncu:y can also 

be enlarged with a view tcMard eno::lf({.lassing aLe. Jewish Greek sources. On 

the other hand, a smaller scope than that of Schleusner I s lexicon can also 

be envisaged. Thus several possible shapes for a LXX lexicon CClIre to mind. 

These possibilities - five in all - stress different aspects of the LXX 
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literature. We shall discuss than in turn. 

(1) A ~eJt !uA.con 06 ]wU,h Gft«k ,,"""CM. This notion is based 

on the understanding that the LXX forms part of the Jewish Greek literature 

which should be described en b£.cc. Such a lexicon oould cover the pericx1 

fran the third century B. C. until the third or fourth century A. D. The 

sources to be covered would be the canon of the LXX, the "Three", the 

Pseudepigrapha, literary corrpositions (historical, exegetical, poetical 

and apologetical) collected by Reinach (1895), Denis (1970), Stern2 

(l976), papyri and inscriptions. In principle the writings of Philo and 

Josephus should be covered by this lexio::m, but they might be excluded on 

practical grounds. 

(2) A .&ma.UVt. lrucon 06 Je.w.i..Qh GJteek '&OWLCU, similar to (1), but 

oovering only the canon of the LXX, the "Three" and the Pseudepigrapha. 

(3) A compt<te !ex.ceon 06 RtbLCca! Gft«k, that is similar to (2), 

but anitting the Pseudepigrapha. It covers all extant translations of 

the Bible in Greek. 

(4) A .6milleJL .te.x.i.c.on 06 11i..blica.t GJt.eek, covering the canon of the 

LXX and not the "Three". 

(5) A !<ucon 06 ]wU,h GJt«k tiu,-,,-,.eat.i.on W<IUttWl< around the 

LXX. Although the Alexandrian canon contains coop:>sitions which were 

originally written in Greek, it fo:tmS at the same tine the rrost important 

collection of works in translation Greek. A lexicon which would stress 

the translation character of the LXX could also cover sare of the Pseudepi

grapha which were translated, as was the LXX, fran Hebrew- and Aramaic, and 

whose vocabulary is often similar to that of the LXX. A lexicon of this 

type mayor may not oover those sections of the Alexandrian canon which 

were not translated fIOm Hebrew and Aramaic. 
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All five types of lexica outlined above are justifiable and SeI:Ve 

scholarly needs. The scope of the Biblical lexica (possibilities 3 and 

4) is better demarcated than that of the other foxms since it oovers the 

Alexandrian canan with or without additions. This soope may therefore be 

rrore desirable than that of the other possibilities even though the Biblical 

material itself is heterogeneous (see below). Furthemore, the oonpilation 

of a Biblical lexicon involves a smaller project than that of the other 

folJI1.'3 of lexica; this may be a further argurent in its favor. let us now 

discuss serre other aspects of the lexica which are not merely Biblical. 

The wide soope of the larger lexicon of Jewish Greek sources (l) 

is justifiable not only because the canpositions to be covered are of 

interest as a group, but also because many of the Jewish Greek sources 

have elffiEIlts in ccmron with the LXX. HcMever, sare Jewish Greek. sources 

are of less direct relevance for LXX research because they lack dependence 

upon the LXX (sana contain Jewish technical tel.lns that are not reflected 

in the LXX). For the student of the L}Q{, the o. T. and the N. T. a 

larger lexioon of Jewish Greek sources is thus not a necessity. The wide 

srope of this lexicon may a:xnplicate the armotation, but on the other hand 

such a lexicon will contain details which may provide interesting background 

information, for the lexical choices of the LXX. 

The smaller lexicon of Javish Greek sources (2) is a Biblical lexioon 

with a difference, for it also covers the Pseudepigrapha. The shape of 

this lexioon \IKluld not be easy to deter.mine because what is included in 

the term "Pseudepigrapha" is subject to debate. This lexicon, too, would 

involve a larger project than that of a Biblical lexicon. 

A lexicon of translation Greek (5) is attractive, but its -scope 

creates nore problems than it solves. If the editor of such a lexicon cuts 

I 
} 
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off part of the Alexandrian canon because he wants to limit the scope of 

his work to translation literature, many will find this lexicon too nar:row. 

On the other hand, if he does not cut off part of the canon, the lexicon 

will be too heterogeneous. Since the extra~Septuagintal translation 

literature belongs to the Pseudepigrapha, a lexicon of translation Greek 

may, in fact, also be realized in the fOJ:m of possibility (2) discussed 

above. 

Much may be said in favor of a dictionazy of translation Greek 

because of the o:mron. vocabulary of many of the sources covered. IIcMever , 

the lexicographical description of ,the Pseudepigrapha (and much of the 

Apocrypha) can never_ be a::mplete, for the Semitic VMiagen of these books 

have been lost in rrost cases, and the inclusion of the Pseudepigrapha within 

the group of translated books will therefore cause nore practical problems 

than the ones created by the Apocrypha, which are part of the canon of the 

LXX. A nore serious argurrent against the cnnposition of a lexicon of 

translation Greek is the fact that the original language of many b::x:>ks of 

the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha has not been determined. In our view, 

at the present stage of research, insufficient criteria have been developed 

for the distinction between original and translated Greek.. 

In short, several specific argurrents may be raised against possibili

ties (1), (2) and (5). In addition, these lexica do not cover a relatively 

well defined corpus such as the Alexandrian canon (see, however, below) 

and they would involve too large a project. A purely Biblical lexio:m, 

therefore, may be nore advisable, although the relevance of extra-Biblical 

material for this dictionary should not be denied. SUch a lexicon would 

necessarily refer to extra-Biblical Jewish Greek literature, but these 

sources will not be oovered in a systematic way. 
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Our preference for a Biblical lexicon is based partly on the fact 

that its oorders are determined by those of the Alexandrian canon. The 

precision of this demarcation should not be stressed too much because the 

Alexandrian canon has different shapes in different sources, toth in the 

various MSS and in descriptive lists of its contents. However, the uncer-

tainty with regard to these i:xn:ders should not, in our view, deter us fran 

using .60me fonn of the canon as a criterion for the sources covered by 

a lexioon. One could opt for an expanded fonn of the canon (such as the 

one reflected by codex Alexandrinus) or a rrore limited one (such as the 

canon reflected by codices Vaticanus and Sinaiticus). The editors of the 

G5ttingen LXX had to make similar decisions when they decided to include 

certain books in their oollectioo of text-editions, while excluding others. 

Furtherrrore, a decision of this kind is less arbitrazy than trying to 

detennine which of the Pseudepigrapha ought to be included or which l:x:x:>ks 

may be considered translations and hence ought to l:::e covered in the 

dictionary of translation Greek (5). 

let us IlC1.'l turn to the suggestion of a Biblical lexicon. The actual 

shape of such a lexicon varies with the different opinions concerning the 

later Greek translations, viz. the "Three" and the revisions of Origen 

(the Hexapla) and Lucian. The situation of the latter two differs from 

that of the fanner three. Let us first discuss the "Three". 

If the shape of a Biblical lexicon were determined by the contents 

of the Alexandrian canon, as suggested atove, the "Three" ought to be 

excluded. Although the translations (revisions) of the "Three" are based 

on translations included in the Alexandrian canon, they were not meant 

themselves to be included in that canon. On the contrary I the revisions of 

Aquila and k.a.<.g e-Theo:lotion as well as others were prepared as a reaction 

a 
I 
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against that canon. Because of this the translations of the "Three" 

should not be covered systematically in a lexicon of the LXX (4), but rather 

in an expanded lexicon of Biblical Greek (3). 1\00 practical argmnents 

further support possibility (4). 

(a) It is difficult to provide an adequate lexicographical descrip

tion of the words used by Aqula and /uUge.-Theodotion. These two revisers 

did not produce a translation in any traditional sense of the word, but 

rather used Greek woro.-symb::lls representing t.~e corresponding Hebrew and 

Aramaic words. These syrrrols were, as a rule, ordi.nal:y Greek words, but 

often they were not understandable to the uninitiated reader who had no 

access to the Hebrew text. This peculiar situation may be illustrated by 

the first verse .of Aquila I S translation of Genesis: en ke.pha1.ai.o e.k..ti..6e.n 

:theo1:. 1:.yn :ton oWLanon /uU 1:.yn :ten gen. Now', the lexical neaning of Aquila's 

/)yn is expressed best by its Hebrew oounterpart, I e..t. Similarly I 

ke.pha1.a.i.on cannot be explained satisfactorily according to any of the 

known rreani.ngs of that word in the Greek language; it was chosen by Aquila 

,~ely because it is a derivative of kepha.te as !te' Xu is a derivative of 

!to't. Hence Aquila's lexical choice must be viewed against the background 

Because of the many 

lexical equations of this kind in Aquila's revision, the correct lexico-

graphical description of Aguila I s words would probably produce mainly an 

armotated list of their Hebrew equivalents which may be translated into 

English. The sane holds true for Im1Ch of !uu:.ge.-Theodotion' s revision. 

In our view, the rrere listing of Hebrew- equivalents does not pIOduce a 

lexicon; it produces indexes of the type of Reider-'l\lrner's Index. :to Aqu..Lfu. 

(b) Practical problems are encountered in the description of words 

fran the "Three". The text of the "Three" has been preserved in various 

J 
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sources. Serre of these are rururi.ng texts, -but for the nest part the text 

of the "Three" has been preserved in a fragnentaIy form as individual ~rds 

or phrases recorded in the margins of manuscripts or quoted by Church Fathers 

as variants to renderings in the LXX. Moreover, much of this material has 

been transmitted in Syriac, Latin or Anrenian translation and often carmot 

be reronstructed satisfactorily into Greek. A further problem caused by the 

fragrrentary transmission of words of the "Three" is that often the words 

are transmitted out of context - hardly an ideal situation for a lexicographer. 

As a result of these practical problems with regard to the "Three" 

it is advisable in the initial stage to concentrate on a smaller Biblical 

lexicon, rovering only the canonical l::x:x:>ks of the LXX (including the ApOCrypha). 

Such a lexioon would be based not only on the text printed in eclectic and 

diplonatic editions of the LXX, but also on their critical apparatuses. 

It VJOuld have to be det.erroined in principle whether the variants in these 

apparatuses should be oovered systematically I or whether certain groups of 

variants may be excluded. This problem applies especially to the Origenic 

and Lucianic readings included in the apparatus of Septuagint manuscripts. 

On the one hand, recensional readings should not be covered systematically, 

for they are later in date than the revisions of the "Three" which are 

excluded fran the smaller Biblical lexicon. On the other hand, the Origenie 

(Hexaplaric) and Lueianie MSS belong to the transmitted text of the LXX. 

I-renee they should be treated as part of the "LXX" in the lexicon, similar 

to their trea1:m:mt in the G5ttingen Septuagint. ~, even if one would 

attempt to separate the Origenie and Lucianic elerrents fran the LXX (the 

Old Greek), one would not succeed because in the course of the transmission 

the revised elements of the fonner have been mixed greatly with the unrevised 

elerrents of the latter. In practical terms, all variants listed in the first 
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apparatus of the Gilttingen Septuagint should be studied for the lexicon 

project. Probably an exception may be made for woms which have been 

added llu.b all.t€Jt.i..6co fz:om the '''Ihree'' in the revisions of Origen and Lucian 

because the non-Septuagintal nature of these elements is evident. 

In oonclusion, we suggest that a future LXX lexicon should in its 

first stage oover the canonical l::ooks of the LXX (that is, including the 

Apocrypha) on the basis of both the text and variants contained in the first 

apparatus of the Giltt1ngen and cambridge Septuagints, with the possible 

exclusion of woros which have been transmitted .6ub a.6:t~c.o. Other sources 

will be referred to, but need not be covered systematically. 

~ nrust point to a great difficulty inherent in this suggestion. On 

the one hand we favored excluding the '''lhree'' fran the systematic coverage 

of a LXX lexicon, but on the other hand we knc:M that the canon of the "LXX" 

itself contains sections which are ascribed to the "Three" (The "LXX'I of 

Ecclesiastes is a product of llquil.a 1 s and several sections in Samuel-Kings 

are ascribed to ka.i.ge.-Theodotion). Hence, if our analysis is followed, 

woros f:rom the "Three 11 will nevertheless enter the smaller lexicon of Biblical 

Greek "through the back. door". Consequently, our proposal may not provide 

the basis for .the ideal LXX lexicon, but it has the virtue of avoiding other 

greater difficulties and of not requiring too lazge a project. Probably 

no fonn of a LXX lexicon is ideal because the heterogeneous character of the 

canon of the LXK does not provide favorable conditions for any oonsistent 

solution. 

5. SOURCES FOR LXX LEXICOGRAPHY 

The lexia>graphical description of originally Greek canpositions 

within the LXX does not differ fran that of Greek. CCIIpOSitions outside of 
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that literature. We shall therefore concentrate here on the lexicographical 

description of the translated l::.ooks which differs from that of the other 

l.:xx:lks because of the special nature of the translation. The sources used 

for such a lexiCDgraphical description will be briefly indicated. 

In his search for the rreanings of LXX ~rds, the lexicographer 

resorts to roth internal and external evidence. As intemal evidence we 

regard infoxmation deriving fnxn the LXX itself or fran its Hebrev;r VoJt.ta.ge.. 

As external evidence we regard Greek extra-Biblical sources. Since the LXX. 

is a translation, internal evidence is as irrportant as external. 

a. I I'LtVUU1£' Evidence 

For a translation such as Aquila IS, internal evidence provides the 

best background infOIIUation for its Greek VoQrds (see above, p. 31). If 

we take the LXX as a whole, internal evidence is probably as important as 

external, but the relation between the two sources differs fran book to 

book depending on the nature of the translation. In literal translation 

units, intemal evidence is important, but it haJ:dly plays a role in very 

paraphrastic translation units. The nature of the internal evidence rray 

be exenplified by the following groups: 

aa. Po.ty.6emy 

Eve~ language contains polyserrous words, the rreaning of which may 

be detei:mined on the basis of the context. In the case of the LXX, the 

oontext rray be of assistance, too, in the description of polyserrous words~ 

HCMever, saretines the Hebrew equivalent is the best basis for a oorrect 

lexicographical description of such a polyserrous v.'Ord. A gcod example is 

Mc.he. in Gen. 1. 16: ton pho.6tVta. ton mega.n W MC.W XU hemeJtM kaJ.. ton 

phOll-ten..a. -ton el.a..Mo W a.ttc.hcu. tu nyk.:to.6. In this verse, Mche. rmlSt be 
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taken as 'governing', 'regulating' on the basis of the Hebrew ..e.~emre.te.t. 

That the oontext also allows for other eJq?lanations is shown by the Old 

latin which rendered the Greek as 'beginning': luminare maillS in initium 

diei et luminare minus in initium noctis (cf. al:ove, 3b). 

bb. S~e<eo~yped Rend~ng. 

A stereotyped rendering may be defined as a rendering which represents 

a certain Hebrew W)rd in the majority of its occurrences in the whole of 

the LXX or in a certain book and which at a certain stage has been errployed 

autcmatically whenever the Hebrew word occurred. A good example of the close 

adherence of the Greek to the Hebrew is the equivalence be.ill - cU.a.theke: 

beJt1t was rendered in 99% of its occurrences in the O. T. by cUa.theke., and 

the translators hardly used the Greek noun for other Hebrew words. We may 

thus conclude that at a certain stage the Hebrew-Greek equivalence was used 

autanatically. Because of the nearly corrplete equivalence in the LXX of 

beill and cUa.theke., di.o.:theke represents beill in all its meanings and usages. 

Accordingly, the meaning of cLi.a..the.ke. in the LXX would have to be. expressed. 

as be~. For whenever the translators used. cUa..theke., they had beJt2.t in 

mind (cf. 3b). For a ncre detailed description of the meanings of cUa..the.k.e. 

one inevitably repeats the meanings of beJrlt as described. in one of the 

lexica of the Hebrew o. T. We hasten to add that the reference to 'beili' 

refers to the seoond level of cUa..theke. in the LXX. After all, the first 

translator who enployed the equivalence beJc1t-cLia.:the.k.e nust have had a 

specific vie;., of l::oth di..a:the.ki and beJt1t. 'Ihls initial meaning of cU.a.the.ke. 

may be analyzed with the aid of extemal and internal sources, on which 

see further belOW', b, bb. 

The LXX contains many stereotyped equivalents of the type beJt2t_ 

cUa..theke. such as gM.-pIW.6e1.ytO.6, toxet-gJutmma.te.u.6, :t~II.dh-nomo~. Nonnally 
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exceptions from the regular e;ruivalence may be expected in certain situa

tions, rrore in free than in literal translation units. If these exceptions 

are t.(x) numerous, naturally we cannot speak of a stereotyped rendering any 

longer. HcMever, it would be hard to prescribe in what proportion of its 

occurrences a Hebrew 'WOrd should have been rendered by one equivalent in 

order that this equivalent may be regarded as its stereotyped representation. 

Ideally, we might expect statistical data to shew clearly that the Greek 

word in question is the main equivalent of a certain Hebrew ~rd. Such 

statistical data are now obtainable through the reverse index of Hatch

Redpath by Camilo dos Santos (1973). HCMeVer, the statistical data need 

to be used with great caution as many wOl:ds were translated by different 

standard renderings in differen~, translation units. 

That the notion of stereotyped equivalences is real and not one 

invented by scholars for the sake of neat pattems is shcMn by the many 

lexical Hebraisms which are a direct result of the use of stereotyped 

renderings. Let us illustrate this situation by the rendering hyi.o.6 of 

bCJ1- 1 son 1 which was used autcrnaUcally in nost parts of the LXX. Now, 

beJt not only denotes the Biblical 'son', but also indicates characteristics 

and qualities. Thus in 2 Sarno 7. 10 bene: iawlaJt (as it were 'sons of 

wickedness I) denotes 'wicked rren I and 2 Sam. 12. 5 ben mawe..t (as it were 

'son of death I) denotes 'sareone who is due to die. ' The LXX renderings a.d 

.£..0 c., hyiol:J a.di..fUa.6 and hlfio.o. .:tha.nWu. nevertheless enploy the stereotyped 

rendering of be.n in a wcrj which lWSt have been awkward to the Greek reader 

who had no access to the Hebrew Bible ~ Fran a lexico:1raphical point of 

view, this hY-LOJ would have to be expressed as be.n. 

In yet other cases, the assumption that a certain stereotyped render

ing was used automatically is the only possible explanation of an otherwise 
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inexplicable rendering. This may be illustrated by sare occurrences of 

the equivalence gM.-plW.6e..ty..to.6. GM., the 'stranger', of the O. T. has been 

rendered rather ronsistently in the LXX by pJtO.6ety..to1J in accordance with 

the neaning of the Hebrew \IoUlrl in post-Biblical t:iInes, i.e~ I sareone who 

joined the religion of the Israelites', especially in the phrase geIL ~edeq. 

Since the 'stranger' of the O. T. was often represented by a word denoting 

I proselyte, discrepancies between the o. T. and LXX were bound to occur. 

Sc:::roo occurrences of 8M could ronceivably be rendered bY pM.6Uy:to.6, but 

in other instances this equivalence was utterly inappropriate. '!hus in 

Ex. 22. 20, the Israelites are called in the o. T. 'soj01..l.n1ers iri'Egypt' 

uJ 8Vt£m hey'ltem beeJI.~ m.i.6n.ay.Lm}, but in the LXX they are, as it were, 

'proselytes in Egypt! (de. galL plWlJe..ty.to.i. en gel Ai.gyp:tou). We can only 

assume that the translator of this verse (and of the similarly phrased 

Lev. 19. 34 and Deut. 10. 19) used plto.etytc. without considering the 

i.rrplications of its neaning. The consistence of the representation of 

gM. was his only concem and this situation leads us to explain other 

occurrences of pM.6 dytOl:J in the same way. 

cc. E:tymoiog.i.zing Rende4ing.6 

Etynologizing renderings reflect the opinion of one or several 

translators on the close relationship between certain Hebrew- words. The 

description of the neaning of such a rendering depends on the recognition 

of the etyrrologizing Pl;OCeSS regardless of the I correctness' of the etyrrologi

cal analysis. Et.ym::>logical renderings must be indicated as such in a lexicon 

of the LXX because often the rreaning of words in the LXX depends an our view 

of the translators' linguistic analysis. For exanple, the above-mentioned 

rendering of 'tadday in Ruth 1. 20, 21 (see p. 24) by h.ikano. derives fran 

the interpretation of ~dlf as'te.-day. Consequently, if this Greek rendition 

1 I 
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closely follows a certain interpretation of the Hebrew, conversely that 

interpretation IffilSt be taken as a source for eJqJlaining the rreaning of the 

Greek word. We rrust therefore ascribe to fUkanolJ that neaning of the Hebrew 

wOl:d which the translator had in mind and not the one which we ascribe to 

the Hebrew word. Hence, fUkano.6 in Ruth does not nean I the Almighty I I 

as in lSJ, s.v., but 'He who is sufficient--canpetent'. 

dd. Neo£.og,u,m/> 

Neologisms .of the LXX are words which, to the best of our know'ledge, 

were coined either by the translators of the UO{ or by a preceding genera

tion in order to express Biblical words which, in their vie'W", could not be 

expressed adequately by the existing Greek vocabulary. Neologisms are 

either canpounds which use elements existing in the Greek language or 

derivatives of known roots. If indeed a Greek word was coined to express 

the contents of a given Hebrew word, conversely the Hebrell word ~ serve 

as a basis for explaining the Greek. This applies, for exarrple, to 

thYIJia1:.,tVr...ton rendering mizbe.a.l]., .6k.tVLo-tta.c.he..t0.6 rendering qe-Xeh ~olteph, 

etc. HcMever, the meaning of the woro in Biblical Hebrew is not always a 

valid source for explaining such a neologism; for pltO.6 ety:to.&, post-Biblical 

Hebrew must be invoked. (see above, bb). The limitations of the use of the 

term 1 neologism I are discussed in a forthccming article. 

b. ExteILtta.t Evidenc.e 

aa. Two Level< 06 Mea,ung. 06 LXX Wow and Two Level< 06 Lex.icogMph.i.

CAt VullipUcn 

The lexicographer of the LXX should describe the meanings of LXX 

'WOrds on two different levels. Although these two levels often overlap, 

one must have an open mind for the pJssibility of differences between them. 
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The first level of notation relates to the rreaning of the word before it 

entered the LXX as opposed to its meaning in the LXX, or to- its rreaning 

when it entered the LXX as opposed to later usages in the LXX. The analysis 

of a first level of meanings necessarily relates to the basic meaning of 

the Greek root and to the factors which influenced the translators in their 

lexical choices. Sene exanples will clarify the distinction between 

two levels. 

In the books of Jer. and the Minor Prophets, pan:tokAa..tCJt reflects 

yhwh ~ ebCi 'ot (114 x), and no other renderings of this phrase are used in 

these books. IfcMever, there is nore to pa..ntok.ltatOIt than just yhwh ~ eba '~t. 

After all., the Greek \'lOrn had a meaning of its CMn before it was used by 

the translator (5) of Jer. and the Minor Prophets and this meaning 1lUlSt have 

influenced him when he decided to use it as a translation equivalent of 

yhwh ~ eba '8,t. We nonnally translate the Hebrew phrase as 'lord of hosts' I 

realizing that these 'hosts' were interpreted in different ways l:oth in 

Biblical and rrodern times. The Greek word is nonrally translated as 

'amipotent' and hence the translation equivalent reflects the translator's 

view of the Hebrew phrase. In order to do justice to the background and 

use of pantoivta..tOIt in the LXX, one has to describe, Leo, its use in other 

parts of the Hellenistic world, when it was applied to other deities. The 

gist of this analysis is that pa.ntoivt.a.tOIt in the LXX ImlSt be viewed at two 

different levels. The first level or di.rrension refers to the lexical 

choice yhwh ? eba.'at - pa.n:tokAa.tolt. An analysis of the rreaning of pa.ntoivt.a.tOIt 

at this stage takes into consideration the etyIrological background of the 

Greek word, its use outside the LXX and the translator's exegetical notiva

tions when using this word for the Hebrew yhwh ~ ebii. 'ot. The second level 

or di.nension refers to the stage when the word came to be used. as a 
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stereotyped equivalent for yhwh ~e..ba..lot in Jer. and the Minor Prophets. 

At this stage the meaning of the Greek would have to be expressed as 

ijh.wh .b ebii' at since it represented that woro in all its usages. 

The gJtamma.teM of Hellenistic Egypt, basically a 'scribe', differs 

from the gJta.mmate.u.6 in the !XX because it represents roth the -<'lophen.. 

and the Xo.ten. of the O. T. and hence reflects their functions. An analysis 

of the functions of the Hellenistic gJuunma.teu.6 and of the glLammateu.6 in 

the LXX as well as a linguistic analysis of the equation ~o.tVt-gJtammateu.6 

(cf. the root ttlt in Accadian and Aramaic as well as :6 etaJr. in post-Biblical 

Hebrew), provides the necessary background info:onation for a lexicographical 

description. 

Sareti.nes one deals with subtle distinctions. Basically cUk.a..io

denotes the idea of 'justice', which rreaning will be registered in a lexicon 

as backgr01.md infOl:mation for the equation of the root ~dq with cURaiO-. 

The rreanings of the Hebrew and Greek roots are very close to each other, 

but a difference in usage should be noted. While cURaio-is used in secular 

Greek to denote the relationship between man and his fell~, in the LXX

in the wake of the O. T.--it refers to the relationship between man and God. 

bb. The Rec.oJt..cU.119 06 E:dVtnai Ev-i.denc.e 

The lexicon must record all external (that is extra-Biblical, secular) 

evidence which is needed to establish the meaning of a v-uni in the LXX. 

Such evidence is also needed to illustrate the linguistic backgrOl.md of 

certain Hebrew-Greek equivalences. Parallels will not be given when they 

solely illustrate a certain word or idea in the LXX. For the lexicon is 

not a ccmrE!ltary on the LXX, although admittedly it is hard to distinguish 

between the different areas. 

Likew-ise it is; difficult to decide how much parallel material should 

• 
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be reroJ:ded for the individual m=ani.ngs in large entries, in particular 

of words which follow all the rreanings of their equivalent Hebrav word. Let 

us illustrate this problem by referring to a recent article by N. P. 

Bratsiotis an the equivalence of ne.phu and p6yc.he in the LXX (SVT 15 

(1966) 58-89). In this article, Bratsiotis provided extra-Biblical parallels 

for all m=ani.ngs and usages of fU>yc.he. in the LXX .. finally reaching the oon

elusion that the Hebrew and Greek. words o::wer each other rather well. It 

seems to us that a lexioon of the I.J{X need not provide parallels of this 

kind, especially because the equivalence was used rather autanatically 

in the LXX. 

cc. Ext:eJ/..na.t SOWtc.u to be CovVLed 

EXternal sources to be oovered carprise in principle all Greek texts, 

~th literary and non-literary, early and late. Hellenistic sources are 

of particular inportanOil, especially those f= Egypt. In order to cover 

the Greek literature fully, all relevant dictionaries need to be consulted, 

both ancient, nedieval and nodeJ:n (extant dictionaries are listed by 

H. Riesenfeld, RepVt-toJUmn LeucogJta.piUc.um GJta.ec.um (Uppsala, 1953)). Of 

special inportance for the LXX are the lexica by Hesychius, partly based 

on an early Biblical glossary (ed .. Latte, 1953), Schleusner (LXX, 1820-21), 

Bauer (,w;, 1963), LaJIpe (Church Fathers, 1968), Liddell-Scott Jones9 

(1940, 1968), Sophocles (late Greek, 1900), Preisigke-Kiessling (papyri, 

1925-69) and fuulton-Milligan (papyri, 1930). 

Greek passages located through the dictionaries must be read in their 

context, and furtheJ:m:>re certain passages and carp:Jsitions must be read 

in :to:to with an eye to possible iIrp1ications for LXX lexicography.. Very 

close attention must be paid to Greek papyri from. Egypt as these often 

provide the best parallels to the vocabulary of the LXX, especially with 
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regard to its technical tenns. E.g., the pa.!tadwo{) used in the story of 

the 'paradise' to represent the Hebrew ga.n, has been described on the basis 

of papyri as 'an area of cultivated ground containing chiefly fruit-trees, 

at tirres also other types of tree, vines, and possibly other plants, and 

perhaps protected by a wall' (J. A. L. lee, A Lruc.ai Study 06 ;the Sep.tu.a.g.i.n:t 

VeMion On the. Pento..t:euc.h, unpubl. diss. cambridge, 1970, p. 68). 

6. SOME REMARKS ON THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTRIES 

In principle the treatIrent of words in originally Greek books should 

be identical with that of \>.K)rO.s in secular Greek sources. -we shall limit 

our remarks to the treabrent of words in the translated J:x:x)ks which admittedly 

is rore cc:lri?licated than that of words in originally Greek work.s. 

The main purpose of the lexicon is to reoord those mea.n.ing.6 0 n the. 

WOM1> wh.i.ch p""UI1l"bty Welle .i.n:l:eruied by :the ~futM(.I. The lexical 

description is srnewhat c::a:rplicated by the situation that two levels of 

description nulSt be distinguished (see above, Sb, aa). 

Hebrew equivalents are rrentioned when the editor believes that the 

Hebrew word expresses best the oontent of the Greek lexerre. Accordingly 

the mere use of Hebrew characters indicates a certain idea which the lexicon 

wants to convey to the readers. 

SCIre details will be indicated in a special way such as: 

aa. Lexical Hebraisms. 

bb. LXX neologisms. 

ce. Specific statistical details. 

dd. Full ooverage of the words, that is the lexicon serves as a conoordance. 
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7. SOME REMARKS ON THE METHOD OF WORK 

a. 1 ndex Ca..Il.d¢ 

~st words in the LXX need to be written on separate index cards, 

while sane may be written on collective cards. 

Ideally, the framawork for these index cards is prepared by a c::onputer. 

On the basis of a tape of the LXX, the cx:xrputer can print on separate sheets 

of paper all the words in their iImediate context. Alternatively, the 

text of the LXX can be photographically reproduced fran the existing critical 

editions of the LXX as a basis for the index cards, when on each reproduced 

page a different word is underlined. 

The data to be written on the index cards should be divided into two 

sections, preferably written on separate cards. Card 1 oontains pri.mal:y 

infonnation, while card 2 contains secx:>nda:ry infoxmation~ A third card 

refers to the lexical entry as a whole, that is to several index. cards at 

the sane tine. 

card 1 oontains the following infoxmation: 

aa. '!he Greek lexeme in its oontext. 

bb. Its Hebrew equivalent, either the one found in the MI' or the 

presUllEd one, if this can be reconstructed satisfactorily. 

cc. Irrg;x::>rtant variants to the Greek word. 

00. Renderings of the Greek word in the versions of the LXX or 

explanations of the word in the writings of the Church Fathers, 

all when relevant. 

card 2 contains the follCMing information: 

aa. Internal. evidence: frequency of occurrence, distribution; important 

details relating to linguistic aspects of the lexical equation. 

~ i~! 

.. 
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bb. External evidence: relevant remarks f:rom the sources rrentioned 

alxwe, 5b, cc (since sate sources will be covered in full, a 

special place will be devoted on each index card to the sarre 

source) and bibliographical references including a brief indica-

tion of the nature of the discussion. 

To each group of cards referring to a oertain lexerre, a third card 

will be added containing tentative lexicographical classifications and 

remarks relating to the entry as a whole. 

b. Method 06 WOAk 

At the first stage, work must be perfomed simultaneously at bNo 

levels. On the one hand, all relevant material must reach the index cards 

of type 1. On the other hand, sart;'le entries must be written on the basis of 

still incxxrrplete infonnation (such as in Hatch-Redpath) in order to cx:msolidate 

the systan of ca:npiling, annotating and digesting the evidence. The follCMing 

sample entries may be suggestec1: 

aa. A Greek word usecl in the LXX as an equivalent for (nearly) all 

occurrences of a Hebrev;r word, e.g. t cU..a.theke. 

bb. An etyrrologizing rendering, e.g. t moled - maJtty4i.OYL. 

cc. A technical texm, e.g., from the description of the tabernacle. 

dd. A lexical Hebraism, e.g., eVLe.ne. 
ee. A Greek word with theological overtones, e.g., ~o;te.uOYL. 

ff. A Greek word which is textually uncertain, e.g., .£kt'Vt.. 

gg. A Greek 'WOrd of uncertain rreaning, e.g., qp0.6Wli. 

hh. A Greek word whose rreaning is detenni.necl on the basis of the 

Hebrew O. T. 
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ii. A Greek ~rd whose rreaning is det:eJ::mined on the basis of Greek 

papyri, e.g., mVto.6 - 'side'. 

c. Sequenee 06 CoveJLing the VILta. 

If the index caxds are prepared with the aid of a canputer, they can 

be arranged either in the sequenre of the alphabet or of the Biblical 

verses. 'Ihe latter p~ure is nom practical for the initial work. 

The actual lexirographical work nRlSt be perforned in bNo directions, 

both in the alphabetical order of the entries and in the order of the Biblical 

000ks. The latter procedure is iIrp:>rtant because frequenUy one recognizes 

the rreaning of a certain woro only when the context is thoroughly analyzed 

on the basis of accurrul.ated knowledge of a certain translator's tecimiqueSD 

d. In.teAna.t.i.ontd. eoop<IUtt.Lon 

The initial work needs to be carried out by the staff of the project 

who will also devise the precise system of wo.r;k. outside help can be used 

in various foDllS, preferably in the fonn of international CXlOperation fran 

individuals and centers which are best qualified to provide such assistance 

(cf. the (Xl()feration of the European centers which carpile Biblical quotations 

in the Church Fathers). Assistance seems possible at two levels: 

aa. At the level of the ClOOlpilation of the data. If the ClOOlputer 

prepares IWre than one set of index. cards, the initial work can be divided 

over several assistants who may be dispersed in different centers. Sources 

which need to be oovered systematically may be divided over different centers. 

bb. At the level of writing the entries. When sufficient material 

is available, scholars may be asked to write entries, either separate ones 

or several oonnected entries. These entries will be written on the basis 

"c 
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of the collected data, but the authors will undoubtedly add new data. 

Articles will be signed, but the editor has the right to insert 

certain changes or to rewrite the article in conformity with the policy of 

the lexicon. 

outside assistance will be helpful in certain specialized areas, 

in teclUlical entries, in large entries and in the syntactical entries. 

E.g., the .....::>rk on prepositions and c:xmjunctions requires a certain scholar's 

de\1Otion and ~se. 

Cooperation with other projects will l::e solicited at all levels. 

The follaving p:rojects a:tle to mind irmediately: the GOttingen Septuaginta

Unternehrren, Thesaurus Linguae Graecae, the Hebrew University Bible Project, 

projects specializing in the use of the c:x::nputer for Biblical studies, 

and projects in the realm of N. T. textual criticism. 

(JULY 1975) 

a 
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THE ''VALUE'' OF THE OOHAIRIC PRINTED EDITICNS
1 

M. K. H. Peters, Cleveland State University 

The critic wOO wishes to study the Bohairic Pentateuch has two 

printed editions available for use, one by David Wilkins,2 the other by 

Paul de lagarde. 3 The Wilkins edition of 1731 is out of print and not 

easily accessible to many scholars. The nore widely circulated edition of 

Paul de Lagarde, Pentateuch Kopt.i.oc.h. first appeared in 1867 and was based 

on the Wilkins edition. A centennial reprint of 1967 is readily available. 

David Wilkins claims in the intrcx:1uction to his edition tltat it was 

based on three manuscripts kept at that tine in the Vatican librcu:y, the 

Bodleian library and the Bihliotheque Nationale in Paris. He identifies 

clearly the Bodleian and Vatican manuscripts as Huntington 33 and Vatican 

Library Coptic 4, respectively. The Paris manuscript has been identified 

as Bibliotheque National Coptic 56 on the basis of wilkins I cxmrents about 

this manuscript and the present author's own oorresp:mdence with the 

Bililiotheque Nationale. Wilkins I claim to have used three manuscripts has 

been validated by a c:::arpa.rison of each of the manuscripts al:ove with the 

Wilkins text in Deuteronany and a careful notation of unique readings in 

each case. The readings unique to the Wilkins edition and the Bodleian 

manuscript were IWSt nurrerous and those unique to Wilkins and the Paris 

manuscript were fewest. The agreerrents of Wilkins and the Vatican manu

script were of greatest textual significance. 

The author's suspicion of Wilkins' editorial nethcxi was arousoo, 

however, when in the process of oollating these manuscripts against the 

printed Wilkins text, the latter atte.steO. a number of significant anissions 

and plusses which did not appear in the famer. It seerred that Wilkins had 
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used a source which he did not identify, or that he had been an iImovative 

editor. A sarrpUng fran the list of rrore than 700 unique readings in Deuter

onomy follows in List A. 4 The wilkins reading is variant. Textually 

insignificant readings are asterisked. 

List A: Selected Unique Readings of the wilkins Edition 

*2:16 asshOpil esesh6pi 

2: 19 tet.ennakhOntl pr ouch 

2:20 nizozarrmin] nizochcmnin 

2:21 eooon shdjan rmof] ouoh efdjor ehoteron 

2: 21 nneetshop khen nak:iml kenienaldm 

2: 21 auerkle.ronamin] pr oooh 

2 : 22 auerkleronomm] + nuOOu ouch 

2:22 ,¥,uhol Il{)efho 

2:23 aushOpil pr ouch 

2:24 fai sini] ansini 

2:25 hannakhil pr ouch 

2:26 kedIrOthl kiidam3th 

2:28 eiesO] pr ouch 

2:28 eieouCin] pr ouoh 

2: 30 aftinomtil pr ouch 

2: 30 nklu:i;il npru:eti 

2: 32 ndje seen] + r:ouro nesebOn 

2: 32 eppolerros eiassa] e[XJlenos khen iassa 

2:34 anamahil pr ouch 

2: 36 npebakil npepbaki 

*2:36 ekhrei] ehr€i 

os 

• 

*2:37 

*2:37 

*3:1 

*3:1 

3:3 

*6:8 

6:10 

6:11 

6:11 

6:13 

6:13 

6:16 

*6:16 

*6:18 

*6:21 

*6:21 

6:21 

6:22 

6:22 

6:23 

6:23 

*7:2 

7:4 

7:4 

7:7 

*7:7 

pkahil epkahi 

ettithosh] ettithOsh 

nte thbasanl nthbasan 

edrain] pedrain 

nero pefkahi terf] 001 

ekenorou] ekerrourou 

nt.ekouCm1 pr ouch 

nthof 10 J pr oooh 

ekeOrkl etekeark 

rmekerpirazin] rmekerschOnt 
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etaretenerpirazin khen pipirasrros] etaretenerschOnt 

khen pischOnt 

pipethranaf] Il{)ethranaf 

nanoi] annoi 

pkahi] pikahi 

afenten] pr ouoh 

ouoh euoi nhati] an 

niethOOul neethOOu 

ntefschitten ekhcn,m] an 

ndje pschois] eti 

nnetennai] nnetenenai 

esephenh] eferiki 

efefett.h6mu1 pr ouch 

phnouti] em 

tetenerkoudjil tetenkoudji 
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7:7 ebol cute} cute ebol 

7:8 aHaJ + ethbe 

7: 8 a:fmenrethenoul afnenritten 

7: 8 afsotkl pr ouoh 

*7:10 nnefosk] nnefeOsk 

9:3 efefotou 2°] pr ouoh 

9:4 nagathonJ pethnanef 

9:4 alla ethbe _ ti.netaseb€s nte naiethnos pschois nafotou 

ebolhathe npekhoJ an 

9:5 nthok] nthof 

9:5 billaJ pr ouch 

*26:16 ~] nhrei 

26:18 naf 1°J nak 

26: 18 efonkhJ efsebtot 

26: 18 nak eareh] ntekeareh 

26: 18 enefentole teroul nefentole 

27:2 ekeoshdjou] pI' ouoh 

*27:3 llkht"ei hi] ekhrei 

27:3 nianil naiOni 

27:3 piiOl:danes arer] tr 

27:4 nail ne 
27 : 7 ropschois peknouti lO} an 

27 :10 ekeiri] pr ouoh 

27:13 nail pr o\Dh 

27:13 dan] + nem 

27:14 eueeroool pr ouoh 

27 :14 ouoh] om 

p 

27: 15 nteferouO] afer0u5 

27: 22 ndje pisra.el] pilaos 
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27:23 eseshi5piJ + fshouort ndje pheethnaenkot nan tsOni ntefshirni 

00011 euedjos ndje pilaos terf dje eseshi5pi 

*27: 25 ooudoronJ ndoron 

27: 25 etako nousnof natnobi] eshari ntipsuchE! nte pisnof natschni 

28: 1 aretenshancini aner npaiiorcJanes epikahi ete pschois 

petenoouti natmf OOtenJ om 

*28:2 e\ledjemkJ e\ledjimi erok 

28: 2 esh15p khen ousOtallJ an 

It was necessaJ:Y to establish at this point that the presumably 

unidentified source of Wilkins was not a Bohairic manuscript. All the other 

known Bo manuscripts5 were thus oollected and collated. The unique readings 

of the Wilkins edition were oot found. in arrj of then. The discovery of the 

source of these readings thus becane a major amcern. 

A close look at the readings revea1e:l that alnnst half of them were 

rrerely stylistic variants--inner Bohairic--whose source could not be traced 

outside the Bohairic tradition. Exanp1es of this type of reading are 

starred in List A. 

The remaining readings were of a different kind and seemed to reflect 

dependence on a written source. Nearly 200 of these 'irrere the preposing 

of the oonjunction ou.oh. A whole phrase was added/anitted in sane instances 

and in three of these the plus or anissicn was quite long. 

The preposing of the conjunction oWJh by Wilkins alone in so many 

instances seemed unusual. A check of the Greek tradition revealed that 

l«l.L was usually present in these plaQes in nest Greek manuscripts and a 
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similar check of the Coptic manuscripts showe:i that a conjunctive verbal 

fonn was aEten attested. 'lhese facts suggested the l,Xlssibility that 

wilkins could have been reflecting the Greek l1O.L when he added the Coptic 

conjunction; and further, that the other p1usses/anissians may also have 

had a Greek basis. 

The surest way to test any such Greek dependence was to check all 

the significant unique readings of BoW against all extant Greek materials. 6 

However, a preliminary indication of the extent of any dependence on Greek 

was obtained by checking a few of the longer plusses and omissions of BoW 

against all the Greek evidence. The results of such a check appear in 

List B. 

List B: Textually Significant unique Readings of Wilkins (=JbW) in 

Relation to all Greek Evidence 

1:31 

b45 

4:11 

4,20 

6:5 

6:22 

9,4 

27,7 

etaretennau eraf Eo] + pirrOit nte ptOOu npiamroreos BoW = B ~ Sixt 

npschois 1301 + peknouti EoW = B £" ~ ~-129 ~ 71 t -527 630 407' 

carp1 Sixt 

nero ounishti ~ Eo = BC C" ~ ~ ~-343 :!:. 28 55 509 646 Ald] om 

JbW reil 

afent:henou Jb] + ebolkhen pikahi nch6ni Bcl'~ = B Sm 

ebolkhen pekh8t ter:E nero Bo ~ 56' J an fb W ~ rell 

ouoh eooi nhot Jb] em. BoW = am 

alIa ethbe -- fin Eo] em. JbW B 72 Aethc sixt 

rnpschois peknouti 1° Bo] am BoW = B MQ' 129-24654-75' 71-121-318 

~ 319 cyr II 665 Latood 100 Aeth Syh Ald Sixt 

27: 23 eseshOpi Eo1 + fshooort ndje preetlmaenkot nan tsOni ntefshimi 

- -. W -129 -799 ouch euedjos ndje pi1aos ted eseshop~ Eo = B !. ~ :!:. 

Latcad 100 Syh carp1 Sixt 

• 
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28: 1 aretenshansini arm- npaiio.rc1.aJ1.€:s epikahi ete pschois petennouti 

nateif ooten Bo] an JbW = B b 426 Latcod 100 Sixt 

31,15 timetmethre Bo ~ 72 ~-414-422 54 55 Latcad 103J + ouoh afohi eratf 

pistullos nschepl. hiren nirOOu nte tisJ<une nte tiIre1::roothre PoW 

= rell 

'Ihese unique readings of BoW had one ccmron feature--they were all 

attested by the Greek uncial B. The variants on 1:31, 4:20, 9:4 and 28:1 

showed that B was the rrost significant Greek witness supporting the unique 

reading of Wilkins when the Wilkins reading had minority Greek support. 

This observation led one to examine the other substantial unique readings 

of JbW in relation to B. It was, of course, natural to assume that the 

reading of B would be the sane as the majority of other Greek manuscripts 

in a large number of instances. Cependence of Wilkins on B alone would 

obviously not be shown in those instances. A list of minority Greek 

readings which included both B and Wilkins would by contrast clearly show 

the extent of any relationship between these ~ sources. Such a list 

appears in List C. 

List C: Minority Greek Readings Including Wilkins (Bow) and B 

2,20 

2,26 

ZOlll:OWLV Bo] !:oxo(U)lJ,E1.V B; nizochcrcm:ln BoW Sm 

KE6~ BoJ KE/'auol3 B BoW carp1 Sixt 

3:24 l£4;>I.e: 2° Eo] 0 C)e;oc; BoW B* 527 Sixt 

4:45 Ev til tP1\\Xjl BoJ om BoW B 58-707 C" ~ 392 407' Arab Sixt 

5:6 t.yw BoW B* 963 58 = M] + EI.UI. Jb Sixt rell 

5,17 ou IJOLXEUoe;L~ BoW B V 963(vid) ~ <'l.!'. .".-370 407 509 Aeth Ann 

Sa Iatp1ur Sixt] post cpo\IE'UoEa.!; tr Jb rell 
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9:12 1;00(= Eo] pr =, Eo" B 128 319 La"clernR 53 Sixt 

9 : 15 TUJpL Eo] + EW!;;; "tou O\..lX1VOU BoW B Sixt 

9 : 22 "tov {JEav nlJ(iN Eo] an B(§~ B 58 LatCodd 100 104 (vld) Sixt 

9:26 EV"t"Q l.OXUl. cou "t\i ~y6:Al;J Eo1 an BoW B sa2 3 Sixt 

11:31 J.tdt. li.i\npovol-llioE"tE OUn1V Ib] om BoW B 963 72 Aeth sal Sixt 

12: 14 qJU)J;lv Eo" B !'. LatOJd 100 Aeth Sixt] rr.oAaN Eo rell 

19:6 ,de ~ Eo] am Eo" B 58-426 c,,-131IllJ 407' LatOJd 100 

Aeth Arm 8ixt 

19:10 ClOU 1° Po] an BoW B 58 ,f-129 18 sixt 

21:19 }(Q.L 3° Bo~iJ B 414-528 318 Latcod 100 Arm Sixt] em Eo rell 

22:26 ti;i VWVLOL. 2° 130] an BoW B sa3 Sirt 

23:13 Ev alrt4J 2° Eo1 om ooW B 58-707*(vid) Latcod 100 sixt 

26:1 tv w.1\Pj> Eo] an Eo" B 44-107' Sixt 

26:8 tox.Ul. Do1 + atJ'tou 'tTl PoW B Iatcod 100 Sirt 

26:18 n6iJo& Bo] an BoW B 71 630c Sixt 

27:3 ,\Uxuv Bo] + 'tou"tWV BoW B Sixt 

Three of the variants in the list are shared by BoW and B alone and 

several of the other variants show the reading of wilkins and B joined by 

only one other textual family. This list made the dependence of Bow on 

B clear. 

But it is hardly likely that Wilkins (in london) would have had daily 

access to B in the vatican. It is rrore likely that he \>ot)uld have used the 

widely known and rrore readily accessible Sixtine printed edition. '!he text 

of this edition of 1587 was, of oourse, rrainly manuscript B and was used 

as the text for all subsequent major Greek editions (excluding Grabe's) 

up to Lagarde's. Scores of editions based on the Sixt had also becx::me 

available by 1731 so that it is probable that if one owned a oopy of the 

... 
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Greek Old Testanent at this time, its text would have been the sane as or 

based on the text of Sm. It is reasonable then to assme that if Wilkins 

decided to oorrect his Coptic text in keeping with Greek, his Greek text 

would have been the Sixt edition or at least one of the several editioos 

based on it. The truth of this assl.1Ilption is validated by the sarrpling 

in List D of instances where PoW = Sixt against Bo 

List D: Agreement of Wilkins with Sixtine Jl.gainst B 

2:22 )«l1:EW.TJPO\IOl.I!I=v aU-.:oU!; BoW Sixt Bo) om "")"tOO(: B 963 01,-414 422 

b n s 711 28 407 Latood 100 ADm 

7:7 EG&Mlj;aro B] + ><1lP'0<; BoW 963 <e!. 551* Ald Sixt, + pschois phnouti Bo 

9:15 &lo TVod>«:~ 1Xilv ="-'v BeW Sixt] 500 nAm<€C Be B G !? !!.-127 344m;/ 

318 407 509 LatOJd 100 104 Aeth Arab Arm Sal 2 3 

12:28 ~ xcxAOv ml. "to 6p&ar6v B Bo] 'to ap. }(Q.l. 'to -waA.. IkJW 75 68 1-83-

120 Sal Ald Sixt 

19:9 lfO.( 2' B Bo) an Be
W 

Sixt 

The edition of Paul Lagarde is by the editor's own admission, based 

on the Wilkins edition and only on one other manuscript, i .e~, Br. Mus. 

Orient Ms 422. Lagarde clallns to have corrected what he considered errors 

in the Wilkins text. 

_ dependence of Lagaroe on Wilkins is daronstrated by the 179 

readings in these editions which are not found in any Eo manuscripts. 

Many of these are variants of readings in the 130 manuscripts but nearly 

50 readings found in both editions are based on no known Eo manuscript. 

The textually significant unique readings of the Wilkins edition 

alone had been shown to derive fran the Sixtine edition of manuscript B. 

Since Iagarde copied Wilkins, it wa5_ fair to assume that S.ixtina was also 
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the ,basis .-q£,:the- readings ,unique tp_JX)th editions-., A cxnparison ,of-.these 

unique r~ings-with all ,the _,Greek evidence. revealed that: such,' an ,assmption 

was entirely accurate. A fevr,sanples from' that ,list appear-in'-List E. 

List E: ,San'ples,- of ,Reac1ings, in Bohairic Printed ;Editions (=Bolli) _ Unsupported 

by Eo Manuscripts 

1:19 nan Be] + oooh ani sha kades oo.zne FbIllJ = cmn 

3,2 peflaos ten Eo = 130-3217'346],tnem'pefkaJrl.teJ'r EoW,="B Sixt rell 

4 :19 rmCoi.J. -1~:. Eo] '+,-oU;>h--nteksh€!pshi.,rtm5bu--Bo~::::. ,ann 

4:28 npausoteIn Be] + oWe npa:uouOm 13Q¥V ~',am- (6 vax) 

·6:1 ~u- BQl+,- ,eaitou_,~r.w, :=-"Ci'IJn " 

6:8" ,',ek6IDi:?U: ____ Bo:= ~:lO~]-',pr ~h,'Bo~ =_'B SEt'_rell 

6:18 nak Eo1 + ouoh-ntekshe"ekhqun,.:oPQh_ BoIfil ;:;:::ann (c"Var), 

8:19 ntekshanihirmi50u.,Bo_=,·)3*: C,J ~-;-343:630,,28 .319 Iatccx1104] + ouch 

ntekoOOsht tmi50u Bolli = Be Sixt rell 

11,24 sha 2° EoJ + phian etsa fuIliI = am 

12,6 netenschl.,i.1, Eo~ B (deest) ptxt (cF"'J),Vb 75' 669 txtJ + nan 

netenshoushOOushi _,BoIW,-;:;: rell 

15,8eoushap:EoJ + hoson eferetin katacfuIlil = ann 

20:5 marefshena£ Eo] + ouoh ntefkotf Bolli = ann (c var). 

21:5 antilogia niben"Bol-+,nem schoh'ni.ben_-Bcl·..w·,= oron-

22,7 ekeschitounak Eo]. +hina ntefshopi ndjepipetlmanef fuIliI = ann 

22,17 nhansadji EoJ + nlOidji fuIliI = 0Im 

22:21 nirOOu Eo = B b n 68'-120 407 509 Latood 100 Arm] + nte pei 
Bo~,-= Sixt rell (c var) 

23,20 ' ei<eshapf riBi. Eo= .58 314 WI -45.8 509J + pekson de nnekshapf 

~si ,,_EO~ ,_= B, SUet rell 

p 
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32,39 keouai Eo] + phnouti fuIliI = am 

33,18 isachar EoJ + khen pefmanshOpi EoLl'l = am (c var) 

33,21 init Eo] pr owh afnau etefaparchi; fuIliI = am 

The edition of Iagazde also attested a ffM unique readings based 

on Greek and different fn::m. Wilkins, but these were not textually significant. 

It should be clear in the light of the foregoing that the Eo printed 

editions were influenced by Greek and thus do not reflect the best possible 

130 text. The critic is advised in these circumstances and in the absence 

of a' critical edition to consult Bibl. Vat. Coptic 1, the oldest and ITDSt 

a::np1ete manuscript of the Eo Pentateuch, for an accurate picture. 

lAn earlier draft of this paper was read at the SBLjlOOCS meeting 

in Chicago in November, 1975. The editor of the Bulletin has kindly invited 

100 to sul:mi.t it for publication. The Bohairic printed editions are discussed 

nore fully in tw:::l chapters of my W1pUblisbed doctoral dissertation, "The 

Textual Character of the Bohairic Version of Deut:eronary", defended at the 

University of '!bronto .in June l 1975. The oonclusians of this paper are 

thus based on an. analysis of the Bohairic of DeuteroIlOO¥. The sigla in 

this article cn:rrespond with those of the Goettingen Septuaginta UnternehIren, 

and especially those used in the recent critical editions of Genesis and 

Ileutel:onaI!i by J. W. Wevers. 

2David Wilkins, Quinque Ubti May.;" PMphetae in u.gtul Aeg!fpUJ:t, 

IDndan, 1731. (Abbreviated EoW) 

3Paul de Iagaxde, Vel<. Pentateuch KapU.ch, Neulruck der 1\usgabe 

1867, (OsnabrOck, otto zeller, 1967). (Abbreviated BoL) 
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4At the request of the editor, Bohairic characters have been 

transliterated. The system of transliteration found in Mallon, GJt.amma..iJte. 

Cop.te. p. 9, has been followed generally. The follCMing deviations fran 

and standardizations of Nallon' s system have been made for convenience. 

I3eta/veta = b, epsilon = e, ita = e, ypsilon = u, cmega = 0, shai = sh. 

5.rhese are: Paris, BibL Natl., Coptic 1 and 100, london, Brit. 

Mus. Or. 422 and 8987, and Fane, Bibl. Vat., Coptic 4. The author would 

welCDl!E! a.rq infonnation on the existence of Bohairic manuscripts of 

Deuteronomy in private collections. 

6Access to the collation l:ooks for the Greek of DeuteroIlClTY was 

gained through Professor J. W. Wevers of '!bronte, editor of the Goettingen 

Septuagint and supervisor of the original research. The director of the 

UntemehIren, Professor R. Hanhart, granted pennission to use and to ropy 

those books. 
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